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Author's response to reviews:

The BMC Series Editorial Production Team,

We have now made following changes on the manuscript.

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Abstract: Please change 'Methods and Design' to 'Methods/Design'. Please remember to update the abstract in the submission system.

- Methods and Design has been changes to Methods/Design

References: Currently reference 35 is not cited, all references must be cited within the manuscript in numerical order, pleas cite this reference.

- Reference 35 is now cited.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Structure: Please change 'Methods and Design' to 'Methods/Design'.

- Methods and Design has been changes to Methods/Design

Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here: http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures
-We have tried to modify the figures according to the figure guide.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.
-We have now carefully checked the manuscript for the typographical errors.